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BREAKAWAY WEEKEND TO THE WILDLIFE. 
 
Welcome to Big Tau Safaris wildlife and Big 5 tours. An experience of a life time you will 
never forget. You will meet Lions, Leopard, Rhino‟s, Elephants, Buffalo and some 
antelopes. Hug a cheetah and play and feed a Hippo. These animals will give you an 
opportunity to touch them and walk with them in the African bush. Your encounter with 
these magnificent animals will deepen your understanding and will change you forever. 
 

PROGRAMME FOR THIS SAFARI TOUR 
 
FRIDAY :  
07H00  --  Meet and greet 
07H00  --  Depart to Hoedspruit 
09H45  --  „ P „ Stop at Lydenburg 
10H30  --  Visit a Baobab tree 
11H00  --  Visit “Jessica the hippo” and feed her 
12H00  --  Lunch at the Giant Boabab Tree  
14H00  --  Arrival at bush camp and relax at pool and lapa 
15H45  --  Bush talk before the game drive 
16H00  --  Open vehicle game drive to elephants , rhino‟s , lions ext 
16H10  --  Feeding crocs at heart shape dam 
19H00  --  Bush braai in boma with a campfire 
20H00  --  Meet the bush babies 
22H00  --  Overnight in a real Africa bush cottage 
 
SATURDAY :  
06H00  --  Wake up call with drumming 
06H00  --  Coffee and rusks   
07H00  --  Bushwalk with 4 cheetahs 
09H00  --  Brunch at lapa  
10H00  --  Relax at pool and lapa 
12H00  --  Kudu dung spitting competition 
12H30  --  Light lunch at bush camp lapa 
14H00  --  Relax at pool and lapa or cottage 
16H00  --  Open vehicle game drive to leopards and roaring lions 



19H00  -- Traditional Africa culture “potjiekos” served at boma 
22H00  --  Overnight in a bush cottage 
 
 
 
 
SUNDAY:  
06H00  --  Wake up call with drumming 
06H30  --  Coffee and rusks 
07H00  --  Bushwalk with two lions 
09H00  --  Brunch at the lapa 
11H00  --  Depart back home 
 
 
      
                              
Price includes:   
All meals from Friday lunch to Sunday brunch  
All the day/night game drives to the animals 
Visit to hippo and lion/cheetah bushwalks 
Accommodation: 2 nights at bush camps 
Entertainment on tour 
 
Bring Along:  
Camera / video 
Own drinks, ice, cool bag and sweets 
Walking shoes / sneakers  
Swimming wear and hat 
Flashlight and mosquito spray/cream 
 
Come and enjoy the wildlife and learn the secrets of the African bush. 
 
THANKS for your support to the wild and we ensure you a great and unforgettable time with 
us in the bush and wild animals .  
                            
BIG TAU SAFARIS 
LOUIS – 083 229 4282 
 
BANKING DETAILS:  BIG TAU SAFARIS (Cheque Account) 

STANDARD BANK WITBANK 
                                           ACCOUNT NUMER 330624091   
                                          BRANCH CODE 052750 


